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PRECONFERENCE INFORMATION

SACRA~IENTQ9;;;=
NATIVE AMERICAN JOURNEY- CIRCLES OWWELLNESS
NATIONAL TRIBAL/INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE
CONSULTATION CONFERENCE

MAY 12 - 15, 1992
RADISSON HOTEL SACRAMENTO
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

Sponsored by the
Indian Health Service
Public Health Service
Department of Health and Human Services
and the
California Area Indian Health Service
California Area Tribes
California Tribal Organizations

CONFERENCE GOAL AND OBJECTIVES

This conference will follow-up those issues addressed at the Spokane '91 Tribal/Indian Health
Service (IHS) Consultation Conference. It will also provide a forum for representatives from
American Indian tribes, Alaska Native villages, and IHS to present and discuss their positions,
concerns, and goals about health issues and policies that impact on IHS programs. It will be
the eighth in the current series of National Tribal/IHS Consultation Conferences designed to
further the consultation/participation process with tribes, and to facilitate information exchange
and communication concerning Indian health issues.
The goal of the conference is to ensure continued tribal involvement in the planning and deliv
ery of health care services, and in developing policy issues impacting on the provision of
health services to American Indians and Alaska Natives. The objectives are:
• To identify and participate in the development of common health policy issues
affecting American Indians and Alaska Natives.
• To provide a forum to facilitate interaction, sharing of ideas, concerns, and issues.
• To provide a follow-up report of Spokane '91 Conference.
• To support tribal ways as a positive contribution to improve health outcomes.
• To involve our youth and elders in the planning and development of health care
delivery issues.
• To promote family and community wellness.
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PRECONFERENCE PROGRAM
Monday, May 11, 1992
8:30 a.m. - 12:00 noon

National Indian Health Board Meeting

8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Grants Seminar

9:30 a.m. - 11 :00 a.m.

Conference Support Staff Meeting
Group Meeting Planner
Conference Support Staff
Hotel Executive Staff

1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.

Preconference Staff Meeting
Moderators, Presenters for Day One
Co-Chairmen
Group Meeting Planner

2:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

Review of Conference Support Assignments
Group Meeting Planner
Conference Support Staff

3:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Conference Registration

3:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m

Conference Planning Committee Meeting
Conference Planning Committee
Group Meeting Planner

5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Council of Area and Associate Directors Meeting

6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

Ice Breaker
Campfire Circle
Peon game demonstration and other tribal games
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CONFERENCE PROGRAM
Moderators: Dennis Hendricks and Dennis Turner
Conference Co-Chairmen: Don J. Davis and Andrew Lorentine

Tuesday, May 12, 1992

9:45 a.m.

Fitness Activities
Conference Registration
Opening Ceremony*
Introductions/Conference Overview*
Welcoming Address: "Native American Journey-Circles of
Wellness"*
Everett R. Rhoades, M.D., Director, IHS
Keynote Address*

10:15 a.m.

REFRESHMENT BREAK

10:45 a.m.
11:15a.m.

Spokane '91 Follow-up Status Report*
Family Health/Community Wellness Forum*
Questions and Answers

6:30
7:30
8:30
9:00
9:15

a.m. - 7:30 a.m.
a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.

12:30 p.m.

LUNCH

1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.

''Tribal Consultation in Action" Exhibition
Tribal Leaders Caucus

3:15 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.

REFRESHMENT BREAK

4:30 p.m.
4:45 p.m.

We-da-nu-keen-di-min We-du-koo-da-di-min*
Youth Presentation
"Falcon Acting Express" Theatrical Troup
Young Warriors
ADJOURN
Conference Planning Committee Meeting
BBQ at the California State Indian Museum

5:30 p.m.
5:45 p.m.
6:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

*General Session
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CONFERENCE PROGRAM (Continued)
Moderators: Dennis Hendricks and Dennis Turner
Conference Co-Chairmen: Don J. Davis and Andrew Lorentine

Wednesday, May 13, 1992
6:30 a.m. - 7:30 a.m.
8:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
8:30 a.m.
8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
8:45 a.m.

Fitness Activities
Conference Registration
Call to Order*
"Tribal Consultation in Action" Exhibition
Eligibility Forum*
Questions and Answers

10:15 a.m.

REFRESHMENT BREAK

10:45 a.m.

Federal Tort Claims Act Forum*
Questions and Answers

12:00 Noon

LUNCH

1:30 p.m.

Mental Health-Holistic Approach to Treatment Forum*
Questions and Answers

3:00 p.m.

REFRESHMENT BREAK

3:30 p.m.

Concurrent Issue Caucuses
• Aging Health
• National Health Insurance
• Health Facilities Policy and Planning
• Self-Governance Demonstration Project
• Eligibility
• Strategic Planning Initiative
• Preventing Injuries...Making a Real Difference
• Research Program, and Protection of Human Subjects in
Research with American Indians
• We-da-nu-keen-di-min We-du-koo-da-di-min*
ADJOURN
Conference Planning Committee Meeting
National P.L. 93-638 Steering Committee Meeting

5:30 p.m.
5:45 p.m.
7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

*General Session
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CONFERENCE PROGRAM (Continued)
Moderators: Dennis Hendricks and Dennis Turner
Conference Co-Chairmen: Don J. Davis and Andrew Lorentine

Thursday, May 14, 1992
6:30 a.m. - 7:30 a.m.
8:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
8:30 a.m.
8:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
8:45 a.m.

Fitness Activities
Conference Registration
Call to Order·
''Tribal Consultation in Action" Exhibition
Recruitment/Retention of Health Care Professionals Forum·
Questions and Answers

10:15 a.m.

REFRESHMENT BREAK

10:45 a.m.

Tribal Leaders Caucus Issues·

12:00 Noon

LUNCH

1:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Resource Allocation Work Group Report·
Concurrent Area/Urban Caucuses
Aberdeen
Navajo
Alaska
Oklahoma
Albuquerque
Phoenix
Bemidji
Portland
Billings
Tucson
California
Urban
Nashville

3:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.

REFRESHMENT BREAK

3:30 p.m.

Concurrent Area/Urban Caucuses (continued)

5:00 p.m.

ADJOURN

5:15 p.m.
7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

Conference Planning Committee Meeting
PowWow

·General Session
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CONFERENCE PROGRAM (Continued)
Moderators: Dennis Hendricks and Dennis Turner
Conference Co-Chairmen: Don J. Davis and Andrew Lorentine

Friday, May 15, 1992

9:45 a.m.

Fitness Activities
Conference Registration
Call to Order*
Recognition/Awards*
National Nursing Awards
Exhibition Awards
IHS Director's Awards
Raffle drawings
Youth Perspective on Conference Issues*

10:15 a.m.

REFRESHMENT BREAK

10:30 a.m.

Review and Recommendations on Issues by Area Caucuses*
Aberdeen
Navajo
Alaska
Oklahoma
Albuquerque
Phoenix
Bemidji
Portland
Billings
Tucson
California
Urban
Nashville

11 :30 a.m.
12:15 p.m.

12:45 p.m.

Tribal Responses to the Conference*
Native American Journey: Where Do We Go From Here?*
Everett R. Rhoades, M.D., Director, IHS
Andrew Lorentine, Chairman, NIHB
Closing Ceremony*

1:00 p.m.

ADJOURN

6:30
8:00
8:30
8:45

a.m. - 7:30 a.m.
a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
a.m.
a.m.

*General Session
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NATIONAL TRIBAL/INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE
CONSULTATION CONFERENCE
Sacramento '92: Native American Journey-Circles of Wellness
GENERAL SESSION FORUMS AND PRESENTATIONS,
CONCURRENT ISSUE CAUCUSES, AND MEETINGS

The following major issues have been identified for "Sacramento
'92". These issue topics were identified by the Conference Plan
ning Committee and discussed with and prioritized as the most
important by the tribes in Area and tribal meetings.
The Issue Forums and Caucuses will bring together experts to
address critical Indian health issues through a series of presenta
tions, and reports.

GENERAL SESSION FORUMS AND PRESENTATIONS
Family Health/Community Wellness: A panel will provide an overview and discussion of
family dynamics and factors that impact on today's family and families of tomorrow in our
communities. Panel members will describe environmental factors impacting their lives today
and make recommendations for the future. Specific issues include:
• Community strategies, skills and resources

Mental Health-Holistic Approach to Treatment: The purpose of the forum is to define
mental health problems in Indian country, present model programs, discuss expected out
comes, treatment options, IHS policy, holistic approaches, and expansion of training and
community education. Specific issues include:
• Define mental healthlbehavioral health problems in Indian country
• Discuss the "origins" and ramifications of the problem
• Present a model activity at a tribe
• Expected outcomes (Le., future treatment options)
• Treatment options (if any) in Indian country
• Difficulties in accessing treatment
• American Indian spiritual, cultural values in relation to mental illness and treatment
in program planning
• Adoption of IHS policy which reflects a holistic approach to counseling/treatment
and development of outpatient based programs
• Need to expand the mental health technician program at each tribe and to provide
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on-going training. This may be coordinated with the states
• Dual diagnosis issues-the need for more cooperation between Alcohol Substance
Abuse Branch and Mental Health Branch and Social Services
• Coordination with tribes through established tribal behavioral health, social ser
vices or mental health programs for education, prevention, development of pro
grams and training
• Need to provide technical assistance to tribes to initiate tribal mental health plans,
legal codes, training and community education activities
• Need to educate and provide programs to prevent suicide

Recruitment/Retention of Health Care Professionals: The recruitment and retention of
health professionals is becoming increasingly difficult. These problems continue to be ac
knowledged in IHS studies and in medical and health journals. The IHS needs to develop a
set of strategies that will attract quality health professionals and offer inducements to retain
those presently employed.
A panel presentation will include: an overview of the problems from tribal and IHS perspec
tives; the charge to the OM Work Group on Recruitment and Retention to correct deficiencies;
and an opportunity for discussion and input by tribes in the planning, implementation and
revision of recruitment/retention policies/regulations.

Eligibility: Defining the population that is eligible to receive services financed by the IHS
appropriation demanded considerable attention in the 1980s. A new regulation changed IHS'
eligibility criteria in 1987.
The Congress prevented the IHS from implementing the new regulation and mandated that
the eligibility issue be studied. In FY 1989, the IHS responded with a budget impact study that
estimated the potential costs of providing services to American Indians and Alaska Natives
under the revised eligibility requirements. In FY 1991-92, the IHS will complete an expanded
study to determine the impact of the Final Rule, 42 CFR, Part 36.
A panel presentation will include a report on the study that is being conducted on the eligibility
rule. The panel will present NCAI/tribal, IHS, and Congressional perspectives. There will be
an opportunity for participants to raise questions or concerns after the panel presentations.
An Issue Caucus will provide an opportunity for further discussion of eligibility.

Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA): The U.S. Department of Justice has proposed legislation
to establish a self-insurance fund to provide insurance coverage for successful claims filed
against Indian tribes, tribal organizations and Indian contractors. The legislation would repeal
the provisions of P.L. 101-121, the Department of Interior Appropriations Act, which extended
FTCA coverage to Indian tribes, tribal organizations, plus Indian contractors and their employ
ees. It provided that the United States would be liable for claims arising from the activities of
these entities in relating to contracts, grants, and cooperative agreements authorized by
P.L. 93-638. The proposed legislation would replace the FTCA coverage for tribal contractors
by the requirement that they institute a self-insured fund for any FTCA coverage to
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P.L. 93-638 contractors for malpractice and liability.
Currently. the P.L. 93-638 Amendments extend FTCA coverage to P.L. 93-638 contractors for
malpractice and liability coverage. A similar concern or issue is whether the FTCA coverage
will expand to the urban Indians Health programs under Title V. P.L. 94-437 and Self-Gover
nance tribes. This presents an opportune time for tribal input which will ensure maximum
benefit to tribal/lHS health programs.

We-da-nu-keen-dl-mln We-du-koo-da-dl-mln (Working Together/Helping Each Other):
In 1990. the United States Congress enacted the Disadvantaged Minority Health Improvement
Act (P.L. 101-527). which established a grants program within the National Center for Health
Statistics (NCHS) to improve data on the health of racial and ethnic populations and subpopu
lations. In the first year. $1 million was appropriated for this program, and a similar appropria
tion is expected in FY 1992. The grants program is authorized to be funded up to a level of
$10 million in FY 1993.
On September 30. 1990. NCHS awarded one-year cooperative agreements of $500,000 to the
National Coalition of Hispanic Health and Human Service Organizations and the Asian Ameri
can Health Forum for data analysis projects. Starting in the second year of the program,
NCHS intends to conduct full and open solicitation for grants focused on improvement of
health data for the broad range of racial and ethnic groups.
The American Indian Health Care Association (AIHCA) believes that Native American needs
must not be forgotten. For the past year, the Association has advocated for increased visibility
regarding the pressing needs for quality data regarding the health care needs of Native Ameri
cans. They have worked with the Office of Disease Prevention and Health Promotion
(ODPHP), NCHS and other government agencies to educate them on the need for better
statistical data on our communities. In October, as part of a cooperative agreement with
ODPHP, the NCHS provided the Association with a small grant to assist in developing a data
needs agenda to guide NCHS in their minority grants program.
The AIHCA will conduct a survey, draft a "Data Needs Agenda" and solicit input from tribal,
urban, IHS and research communities. Specific issues include:
• Assess the priority data needs of Native Americans
• Assess existing data sources for Native people both on and off reservations
• Identify priorities for improvement of data for Native Americans, particularly in relation
to objectives identified in Healthy People 2000
• Outreach to other organizations and individuals with an interest in data on Native
Americans
• Identification of research issues and priorities that might be addressed by individuals
or institutions supported under the grant provisions of the Disadvantaged Minority
Health Improvement Act of 1990
An Issue Caucus will include distribution and discussion of the draft report and a slide show
summarizing the draft "Data Needs Agenda". The AIHCA will solicit comments, critiques and
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additions for the final report to NCHS. The "Data Needs Agenda" may be used by the NCHS
to solicit proposals for important research projects on the health status of Native Americans.
This is an excellent opportunity to provide input into an important national initiative.

Resource Allocation Work Group Report: The issue of a fair and appropriate allocation of
limited IHS resources among competing programs and areas is not new. Currently, there are
in excess of 15 major formulae used to allocate portions of IHS resources. While many of
these formulae are conceptually similar, most differ in detail and application. This apparent
complexity has led to some confusion about exactly how IHS allocates resources. Confusion,
in turn, has further elevated concern about the fairness and consistency of those methods. A
Work Group on Resource Allocation has been established to assume responsibility for imple
menting a process to ensure fair and effective allocation of IHS resources.
A presentation and report will include the charge to work group, formulae and implementation
issues, and the status of work group activities.

Youth Presentatlon(s): A presentation and health skit will focus on issues identified by the
youth representatives which affect their health and their communities.

CONCURRENT ISSUE CAUCUSES
Self-Governance Demonstration Project: In 1987, the Congress considered, as part of the
amendments to P.L. 93-638, the Indian Self-Determination Act, the Self-Governance Demon
stration Project. The Tribal Self-Governance Project was authorized by the Congress under
Title III of P.L. 100-472. The Self-Governance Project allows participating Indian tribes to
enter into an annual funding agreement with the Secretary of the Interior. These agreements
allow the Indian tribes to plan, consolidate, and administer programs, services, and functions
administered by the Bureau of Indian Affairs and to redesign programs, functions and ser
vices. The Self-Governance Project allows Indian tribes the flexibility to develop programs and
establish funding priorities to meet their specific needs.
P.L. 102-184, the Tribal Self-Governance Demonstration Project Act was enacted December
4, 1991. The Act amended the Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act to
authorize the Secretary, Department of Health and Human Services in consultation with 001
and self-governance tribes, to conduct a study for the purpose of determining feasibility of
extending the demonstration project to activities, program, functions and services of IHS. Self
Governance has been characterized as "one step beyond P.L. 93-638 contracting",
A panel presentation will provide an overview of Self-Governance, the differences between
Self-Determination (Title I) and Self-Governance (Title III), requirements of IHS, and the pro
posed IHS plan of action. The panel will present varying perspectives (tribal, Congressional,
001, IHS) on Self-Governance to educate workshop participants concerning this demonstra
tion project. There will be an opportunity for discussion and questions, during this session.

Health Facilities Polley and Planning: Consideration is being given to possible modifica
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tions of the IHS inpatient care and health facilities construction policies.
A panel and discussion will focus on IHS policies which determine the type of health facilities
built in the Indian health program. A status report will be provided on the implementation of
certain facilities related legislation. Specific issues include:
• The construction of an inpatient unit in a new facility at locations where the
Average Daily Patient Load (ADPL) is less than 15
• The construction of adult Drug Dependent Unit facilities
• Swing beds
• Small clinics or health centers

Aging Health: Life expectancy has increased dramatically since 1900 and people who reach
the age of 65 can expect to live well into their eighties. The most important aspect of health
promotion among older people is to maintain health and functional independence. The time is
coming for American Indians and the IHS to face a serious problem-how to organize and pay
for long-term care for the elderly. More American Indians are living past age 65, consequently
more elderly suffer acute illness requiring hospitalization and a doctor's care, and chronic
disabling conditions requiring long-term care either at home or in nursing homes.
A panel will discuss health concerns of the elderly such as health status, abuse, long-term
care and access to health care, services and protection, involving the elderly in the develop
ment of strategies for future care. Specific issues include:
• Improving health status
• Reducing risk of disease and injury
• Coordinating the social network of services to American Indians/Alaska Na tives
• Policies, procedures, responsibilities and guidelines relating to the specific health
care activities provided for American Indian and Alaska Native Elders by the IHS

National Health Insurance: Dozens of bills have been introduced in the 102nd Congress
designed to ensure universal access to health care through health insurance. There is consid
erable variation among the proposals, including national coverage for all Americans, State
administered health insurance plans for all residents, selected tax deductions based on in
come, corporate taxes, compulsory employer provided health plans, free Federal health facili
ties accessible to all Americans regardless of income, etc.
As Congressional and consumer interests in national health insurance have increased in
recent years, the health industry has continued to develop a number of plans in response.
The capacity of the health care delivery system is being enhanced to accommodate a greater
degree of shared costs, to increase patient responsibility for lifestyle changes and behavior,
and to manage care in partnership. Recent emphasis that have blended elements of PPO,
HMO, and insurance coverage illustrate factors in health care financing reform. A national
health insurance plan that changes the way health care is financed for the country's popula
tion will affect access to health care and alternate resources available for Indian people. The
IHS is a major provider and purchaser of health care services in rural America, and has
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established relationships with the larger health care system that will also be affected.
Strategic Planning Initiative: The IHS implemented a strategic planning process in fiscal
year 1991. The Office of Planning, Evaluation, and Legislation (OPEL) used a strategic plan
ning model developed for the IHS to complete internal and external environmental scanning
which resulted in the identification of strategic issues facing the agency. The Council of Areal
Associate Directors (Council) for the IHS selected six categorical umbrella areas within which
the strategic issues would fall. Those six categories were Health Status, Organization, Self
Determination, Human Resources, Management, and Other. The Council completed an
executive analysis of the strategic issues after which OPEL developed strategic statements
and discussion papers for use in the conduct of ArealTribal consultation and strategic Objec
tive development meetings.
The purpose of the Strategic Planning Issue Caucus is to 1) provide the consolidated results
of the 12 ArealTribal strategic objective development efforts; and 2) seek national consultation
on consolidated draft strategic objectives for the IHS.
A panel will present background information and discuss the draft strategic objectives. Cau
cus materials will facilitate audience participation toward additional development and/or refine
ment and prioritization of the draft objectives.
We-da-nu-keen-di-min We-du-koo-da-di-mln: An Issue Caucus will include distribution and
discussion of the draft report and a slide show summarizing the draft "Data Needs Agenda".
The AIHCA will solicit comments, critiques and additions for the final report to NCHS. The
"Data Needs Agenda" may be used by the NCHS to solicit proposals for important research
projects on the health status of Native Americans. This is an excellent opportunity to provide
input into an important national initiative.
Preventing Injurles...Maklng a Real Difference: Injuries are the leading cause of death for
American Indians and Alaska Natives from ages 1-44 years; accounting for 63 percent of all
Indian deaths annually. Each year, more than 1300 Indian people die prematurely from inju
ries. Forty-six percent of all years of productive life loss are a result of injuries and exceed the
next four leading causes of death combined.
More children die from injuries than from any other disease. The Director, IHS has dedicated
FY 1992 as the Year to Prevent Childhood Injury.
A panel will include the following presentations
• An Overview of Injuries as a Public Health Problem among American Indians
and Alaska Natives - Substantial progress has been made over the last five
years in raising awareness of the "burden of trauma" on Indian families. A pre
liminary analysis of hospital discharges indicates a substantial downward trend of
injuries over the last five years.
• The Campaign to Prevent Childhood Injury -
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A recent stUdy conducted by the

IHS and Centers for Disease Control reported that Indian children under 15 years
of age die from fires/burns, motor vehicle collisions, and drownings at rates 2.5
3.0 times that of white or black children in the same age range .
• Increasing Safety Belt Usage Through Community-Based Youth Activities
Youth are over-represented in injury statistics, particularly motor vehicle crashes.
Indian youth have been encouraged to become proactively involved with injury
prevention, primarily through the Injury Prevention Campaign sponsored by IHS
annually. The group will explain their project and the results of their efforts.
• The Navajo Nation's Comprehensive Program to Reduce Injuries and Death
from Motor Vehicle Crashes - The Navajo Nation has aggressively addressed
injuries related to motor vehicle crashes. This presentation will highlight key
program components and preliminary results.
• Tribal Officials Role in Advocating Community Injury Prevention Programs
- Effective prevention and control of injuries can only be accomplished by the
tribes themselves. Many tribes have long recognized the effect that injuries have
on the health of their people and have developed community-based injury pre
vention programs that have demonstrated results.
Research Program, and Protection of Human SubJects in Research with American
Indians: The IHS Research Program does research directly to improve the health care of
American Indians and Alaska Natives. For instance, it developed and evaluated the program
to prevent childhood deaths from diarrhea in the Southwest in the 1970s, and evaluated the
previous version of the IHS computerized medical record.
The Research Program also maintains Institutional Review Boards. These Boards protect
human subjects of research by reviewing the ethics and informed consent of the research.
The Boards review all research with American Indians or Alaska Natives involving the IHS in
any way. As well, all research must be approved by the tribal government.
The Issue Caucus will briefly discuss both the Research Program and the Institutional Review
Boards. Most of the Issue Caucus will be devoted to consultation with the people in atten
dance about suggested priorities for the research program and for the Institutional Review
Boards, and the roles of tribal and IHS research committees.

MEETINGS
National P.L. 93-638 Steering Committee Meeting: A Steering Committee meeting will be
held to discuss the status of the P.L. 93-638 Amendments regulation development process
and related activities.
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CONFERENCE DESIGN/PROCESS
• DISCUSSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS will be on national issues identified for Sacra
mento '92. Local issues will be referred to the appropriate Area Director.
• TRIBAL MEETINGS with the Director, IHS and IHS staff (i.e. Area and Associate Directors)
will not be scheduled during conference hours to allow participation in the entire confer
ence. Tribal meetings with Dr. Rhoades will be scheduled if requested Monday and
Friday afternoons. Additional time will be scheduled Tuesday - Thursday evenings, if
necessary.
• AREA CAUCUSES will meet to develop, articulate, and reach consensus on specific recom
mendations to address the national issues discussed during the conference.
• ISSUE CAUCUSES will provide the opportunity for panel presentations, questions and
answers, and issue identification and discussion.
• POSITION PAPERS will be solicited prior to the conference. A format has been developed
and papers will be limited to 2 pages. TRACKING SYSTEM-A special area will be
designated at the conference for submission of copies of additional position papers,
resolutions, etc. Documents will be logged in and given a number. The individual
submitting the document will be given a receipt which will include the name of the
document and the tracking number. The papers will be sorted and assigned for re
sponse. An index of documents submitted will be published in the conference report.
• FOLLOW-UP will be coordinated by a subcommittee of the Conference Planning Committee.
The Conference Planning Committee will follow-up only on the major agenda issues
addressed during the conference.
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IMPORTANT GENERAL INFORMATION
CONFERENCE SITE
The history of Sacramento is a panorama of stirring events, varied
cultures, and daring enterprises. Great undertakings of national
significance occurred here. Sacramento was first home to a large
population of peaceful Maidu and Miwok Indians. Many early ex
plorers visited the area and paved the way for settlement. In the
early 1800's explorer Gabriel Moraga named the city's major river
and surrounding area "Sacramento", the Spanish word for Holy
Sacrament.
In 1839, Captain John Augustus Sutter, a Swiss immigrant, sailed
halfway around the world in a rented schooner to find a suitable site
for migrating Europeans. Sutter landed at the confluence of the Sacramento and American
rivers and established a camp near the present site of downtown Sacramento. In 1841, Sutter
received a Mexican land grant of nearly 97 square miles. Dreaming of building an agricultural
empire, Sutter established an inland fort and started the town of new Helvetia, later know as
Sutterville, near the present site of William Land Park. For nine years Sutter prospered, set
ting up fisheries, trapping expeditions, a flour mill, and a lumber mill to build his new city.
On January 24, 1848, the history of the Sacramento area was forever changed and Sutter's
dreams of an agricultural empire were shattered. On that day John Wilson Marshall, a con
tractor at Sutter's lumber mill, discovered GOLD! Sutter and Marshall tried to keep the discov
ery a secret, but local businessman Sam Brannan leaked the news to San Francisco, and the
gold rush was on. Within a year thousands of gold seekers had arrived in Sacramento, creat
ing a tent city. Sutter's workers went prospecting, his stock was stolen, squatters occupied his
land, and creditors were pursuing him. To save what he could, Sutter deeded the remaining
land to his son, John Sutter, Jr. Young Sutter began plotting a Sacramento townsite and
selling lots in January of 1849.
In October of 1849, Sacramento had a population of 2,000. By 1850, the City's population
had grown to 9,000 and Sacramento had become an important part of the West. California
became a state in 1850, and by 1854, Sacramento was the state's capital city. In 1860, Sac
ramento was designated as the western terminus for the famed Pony Express. It was also in
the 1860's that Leland Stanford, Collis Huntington, Mark Hopkins, and Charles Crocker began
planning the route for a transcontinental railroad that would link the nation. In January of
1863, the first track for the transcontinental railroad was laid simultaneously at Front and K
Streets in Sacramento, and on the east coast. With the opening of the railroad in 1869, the
City of Sacramento began to grow and prosper.
Sacramento's rich and colorful past is a story of people and events that helped shape the
history of California and the nation.
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SPECIAL EVENTS

Grants Seminar. A grants seminar will be held to provide information regarding Federal
Financial Assistance Programs (grants, cooperative agreements, and block grants) available
within the Department of Health and Human Services and other Federal agencies for which
Indian tribes, Indian organizations or urban Indian organizations are eligible.
Ice Breaker. An informal preconference opportunity to meet conferees in a campfire circle
setting followed by a Peon game demonstration and other tribal gambling games.
BBQ. A deep pit BBG at California State Indian Museum.
Pow Wow. California traditional dancers and singers will perform during the Pow Wow.
"Tribal Consultation In Action" Exhibition. Indian Tribes, tribal organizations, tribal con
tractors, and service units will share their expertise and experiences with P.L 93-638 contract
ing. Health program information will be shared through on-on-one consultation, group consul
tation, pamphlets, brochures, handouts, etc. Special recognition will be given to exhibitors
based on a conferee poll.
Cultural and General Interest Exhibits. Native American Arts and Crafts, Census Bureau,
Consultants, National Indian Organizations will share crafts and information.
Health and Fitness Activities. Promote Your Health! Early morning fitness activities will
include running/walking, swimming, and low impact aerobics. AA meetings will be held in the
evening.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
Contact:

Merry Elrod, Group Meeting Planner
Indian Health Service
5600 Fishers Lane, Room 6A-19
Rockville, MD 20857
Telephone:(301) 443-1044/FTS 443-1044
FAX:(301) 443-4666/FTS 443-4666
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HOTEL INFORMATION

4i
Radisson Hotel
Sacramento
The Radisson Sacramento Hotel (Conference Headquarters) will be the site of all confer
ence activities, including General Sessions, Area/Urban and Issue Caucuses, Exhibits, Ice
Breaker, Pow Wow, etc. The Radisson boasts the largest ballroom in Sacramento and a 900
seat outdoor arena. Located at 500 Leisure Lane, Sacramento, CA 95815, the hotel is 15
minutes from Sacramento Metropolitan Airport and just 5 minutes from the State Capitol. The
telephone number is (916) 922-2020; FAX (916) 649-9463. Free airport shuttle serivce from
6:30 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. and ample free parking are available. The Hotel is minutes from the
California Exposition Center where the State Fair is held annually, shopping at Arden Fair
Center, entertainment areas, key government and business offices. Paddle boat and bicycle
rentals are available. Shuttle service, on a space available basis, will be provided to the Arden
Fair Shopping Mall, Old Town, overtlow hotels, the State Capitol and other points of interest
within Sacramento.
The hotel provides several health amenities. A 10-station par fitness course meanders the
property providing a vigorous aerobic workout. A newly completed fitness center features a
variety of aerobic and weight training equipment. The 35-mile jogging/bicycling trail along the
American River is immediately adjacent to the hotel. A lakeside swimming pool and spa round
out a well balanced fitness program.
Reservations will be held without guarantee until 6:00 p.m. Check-in time is 4:00 p.m.; check
out time is 12:00 Noon. The Hotel requires a major credit card at check-in to cover inciden
tals. If you do not have a major credit card, full payment for the entire length of stay will be
required in cash. An additional $25.00 cash deposit will be required to cover incidentals
(telephone and spectravision charges).
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HOTEL INFORMATION (Can't.)
The following additional hotels have been identified for overflow sleeping rooms. Transporta
tion will be provided between the Radisson and overflow hotels.

THE CANTERBURY INN
HOTEL AND CONFERENCE CENTER

Canterbury Inn is located across the street from the Radisson at 1900 Canterbury Road,
Sacramento, CA 95815. The telephone number is (916) 927-3492; FAX (916) 641-8594. The
Canterbury Inn does not offer room service or coffee shop service for breakfast. However,
there is a coffee maker in every room and a complimentary continental breakfast is provided in
the lobby of the Canterbury Inn daily. Shanley's Restaurant is open for lunch and dinner. The
Canterbury offers free parking and complimentary transportation to and from the Sacramento
Metropolitan Airport. Shuttle service is available from 6:30 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. daily on a space
available basis. In addition, the Canterbury offers shuttle service, on a space available basis,
to the Radisson Hotel (conference headquarters), Arden Fair Shopping Mall, Old Town, over
flow hotels, the State Capitol and other points of interest within Sacramento. Health amenities
include a swimming pool and spa and access to the sports and fitness center, jogging and
bike trails at the Radisson Hotel.
Reservations will be held without guarantee until 6:00 p.m. Check-in time is 4:00 p.m.; check
out time is 12:00 Noon. The Hotel requires a major credit card at check-in to cover inciden
tals. If you do not have a major credit cared, full payment for the entire length of stay will be
required in cash. An additional $25.00 cash deposit will be required to cover incidentals
(telephone) .

Red Lion's Sacramento Inn located at 1401 Arden
Way, Sacramento, CA 95815 just off the Business Loop
80, is within easy reach of Interstate 5 and Interstate
80. The telephone number is (916) 922-8041; the FAX
number is (916) 922-0386. The newly remodeled
Sacramento Inn offers quick access to downtown, the
State Capitol and the entire surrounding Sacramento
area. The popular Arden Fair Mall is right next door
offering a variety of shops and restaurants. On-site
amenities include a restaurant, a lounge, three swim
ming pools, a fitness center, putting green and covered poolside barbecue and bar. Compli
mentary coffee is available in the lobby every morning from 6:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m.

RED LION'S
SA CRAMENTO INN
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Ample free parking is available and complimentary transportation is available to/from the
Sacramento Metropolitan Airport. In addition, the Sacramento Inn offers shuttle service, on a
space available basis, to the Radisson Hotel (conference headquarters), Arden Fair Shopping
Mall, Old Town, overflow hotels, the State Capitol and other points of interest within Sacra
mento.
Reservations will be held without guarantee until 6:00 p.m. Guaranteed reservations must be
accompanied by a credit card number or a deposit equal to one night's charges. Check-in
time is 3:00 p.m.; check-out time is 1:00 p.m. The Hotel requires a major credit card at check
in to cover incidentals. If you do not have a major credit card, full payment for the entire
length of stay will be required in cash.

m ReO Lion HOTEL
~

SACRAMENTO

Red Lion Hotel Sacramento is located at 2001 Point West Way, Sacramento, CA 95815.
The telephone number is (916) 929-8855; FAX (916) 927-0719. The Red Lion is just across
from ti Ie Red Lion's Sacramento Inn and the Arden Fair Shopping Mall. On-site amenities
include two restaurants, a lounge with live entertainment, two swimming pools and an exercise
room.
Reservations will be held without guarantee until 6:00 p.m. Guaranteed reservations must be
accompanied by a credit card number or a deposit equal to one night's charges. Check-in
time is 3:00 p.m.; check-out time is 1:00 p.m. The Hotel requires a major credit card at check
in to cover incidentals. If you do not have a major credit card, full payment for the entire
length of stay will be required in cash.
Ample free parking is available and complimentary transportation is available to/from the
Sacramento Metropolitan Airport. In addition, the Red Lion Hotel offers shuttle service, on a
space available basis, to the Radisson Hotel (conference headquarters), Arden Fair Shopping
Mall, Old Town, overflow hotels, the State Capitol and other points of interest within Sacra
mento.
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][
SACRAMENTO HILTON
CAPITOL CITY

Sacramento Hilton Inn, located at 2200 Harvard Street, Sacramento, CA 95815 (Business
80) at Arden Way, has recently been remodeled. The telephone number is (916) 922-4700;
FAX (916) 922-8418. The Hilton Inn has a restaurant, an outdoor pool, jacuzzi, sauna and
fitness center. Complimentary coffee and newspaper are provided in the lobby every busi
ness day.
Reservations will be held without guarantee until 4:00 p.m. Guaranteed reservations must be
accompanied by a credit card number or a deposit equal to one night's charges. Check-in
time is 4:00 p.m.; check-out time is 12:00 noon. The Hotel requires a major credit card at
check-in to cover incidentals. If you do not have a major credit card, full payment for the entire
length of stay will be required in cash.
Ample free parking is available and complimentary transportation is available to/from the
Sacramento Metropolitan Airport. The Sacramento Hilton Inn also offers shuttle service, on a
space available basis, to the Radisson Hotel (conference headquarters), Arden Fair Shopping
Mall, Old Town, overflow hotels, the State Capitol and other points of interest within Sacra
mento.

Handicapped Accessibility: All hotels have rooms which are accessible to individuals with
disabilities. If you have a special need, be sure to provide this information when making
reserv ations.
Meeting Rooms: One room has been reserved at each of the overflow hotels for impromptu
meetings.
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HOTEL ROOM RESERVATIONS
Hotel room reservations are being handled by the Sacramento Convention & Visitors Bureau.
Blocks of sleeping rooms have been reserved at the above hotels. Reservation requests will
be automatically referred/forwarded to one of the hotels of your choice. Hotel assignments will
be made in the order received. If the hotel of your choice is filled, the Housing Bureau will
refer your reservation to your second choice, etc. Confirmation from that hotel will determine
where your reservations have been made.
All hotel room reservations must be made using the attached Hotel Reservation Form.
When completed, Reservation Forms must be mailed or sent by FAX to the:
Sacramento Convention & Visitors Bureau
Services Department - IHS
1421 K Street
Sacramento, CA 95814-3915
FAX (916) 264-7788 Attn: Services Dept - IHS
Complete one Hotel Reservation Form for each room requested.
PHONE RESERVATIONS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. Reservations must be made by
April 17, 1992. The Bureau will send each conferee a Reservation Acknowledgement. Addi
tional instructions and information are provided on the attached Hotel Reservation Form.
Any reservation changes/cancellations must be made directly with the assigned hotel. Depos
its are refundable only with a 48-hour cancellation notice.
PLEASE READ THE HOTEL RESERVATION FORM AND FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS
CAREFULLYI If complete imformation is not received, your hotel room assignment may be
delayed.
If you have any questions about hotel reservations, please call the Convention Housing De
partment at (916) 264-7617, between 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. (PST), Monday - Friday.
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RAdisson Hotel. (Headquarter)

2.

Canterbury Inn

3.

Red Lion Hotel

4.

Red Lion's Sacramento Inn

5.

Sacramento Hil.ton

TRIBAWHS CONSULTATION CONFERENCE
May 12-15, 1992
Sacramento, California
HOTEL RESERVATION FORM
Hotel room reservations are being handied by the Sacramento Convention
11.5% room tax. - Headquarter Hotel.
Single
Double
DbVDbl
(l peril bed) (2ppVI bed) (2ppV2 beds) l3
-Radisson Holel
$58.00
$58.00
$58.00
$58.00
Canlerbury Inn
$5ROO
$58.00
$58.00
$58.00
Red Lion Hotel
$58.00
$58.00
$58.00
$58.00
Red Lion's Sacramento Inn
S58.00
$58.00
$58.00
Sacramento Hilton

& Visitors Bureau. Rooms sUbJecllo
Quad

Triple

ppV2 beds) (g ppV2 beds)
$68.00
$68.00
$58.00
S58.00
S58.00

$78.00
$78.00
$58.00
$58.00
$58.00

Please note - phone reservations CANNOT be accepted. MaU reservations no later than Aprt117, 1992. Include a $60.00
deposil per room. Checks should be made payable to the ·Sacramento Convention & Visitors Bureau·. Major credit cards are
accepted. In order to make a reservation, a deposit is necessary!
Any changes or canceUatlons must be made directly with the hOlel. DepOSits are refundable only with a 4S-hour cancellation
notice. The Bureau is not responsible for room reservations made directly with hotels.
Please fill out

~

form per room. If you need more than one room, please photocopy this fonn. Thank You!

Name:

_

Organizalion:

_

Address:

_

City:

_

Stale:

Zip Code:

_

Hotel Choice: Mark hotels in order of choice, flfSt (1) to ftfth (5). Room assignments are based on a first come, first served
basis.
_ _ Radisson

_ _ Canterbury

R.L. Sacramento Inn

Red Lion Inn

Sacramento Hillon

Please check one room type:
___ Single

Double

___ Triple

___ DoublefDouble

Check Room Preferred: _

Non-smoking room

_

___ Quad

Smoking room

Please list any special needs (example - wheelchair access needed):
Arrival Dale:

_

_

Approx. Arrival Time:

_

Departure Date:

_

If a credit card is being used to secure a room deposit, please fill out the following Informal Ion:

Type of Olrd:

Expiralion date:

Card number:

Name as it appears on card:

.

~

_

When completed, mall the bottom of this form with deposit to: Sacrnmento Convention & Visitors Bureau, Services
Department - IllS, 1421 K Street, Sacramento, CA 95814-3915. FAX SERVICE IS ALSO AVAlLABLE! You can fax the
completed reservation form with credit card information only 10: FAX #9161264-7788, Attn: Services Dept - illS.
If you have any queslions, please call the Convelltlon Housing Department at 9161264-7617, between 8:00 am - 5:00 pm
(PST), Monday - Friday. It Is NOT necessary for all occupants of ONE room to mullin 0 housing form. Please submit only
.tI,e. hO\lsing fonn fnl" each I"onnt. Thank YOII!
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PER DIEM RATE
Effective March 1, 1992, the total daily per diem allowance in Sacramento is $100.00; $66.00
for lodging and $34.00 for M&IE.

AIRLINE RESERVATIONS

~.

United Airlines, the official airline for the conference, is offering special rates
which afford a 40% discount off unrestricted coach fares with a seven day
advance purchase or 5% discount off lowest applicable fares, including first
class. This special offer, available only to attendees of the Tribal/lHS Consulta
tion Conference, applies to travel on domestic segments of all United Airlines and United
Express flights. Special published fares are also available for attendees traveling to or from
Canada in conjunction with the conference. These fares are available through United's Meet
ing Plus Desk with all fare rules applying.
United Meeting Plus Specialists are on duty seven days a week, 7:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m. ET to
make your reservations. Call today, as seats may be limited. Please refer to account num
ber 529CD when making reservations.
United States and Canada 1(800) 521-4041
Tickets will be mailed by United or you can pick them up at your local travel agency or United
Airlines ticket office.
Plan to arrive at Sacramento Metropolitan Airport, which is appropimately 15 minutes from the
Radisson Hotel Sacramento and the overflow hotels. Participants are responsible for making
their own travel arrangements.
Complimentary shuttle service is available to and from the airport. A courtesy phone is located
at the airport's baggage claim area. Complimentary self-parking is available at the hotels.

CAR RENTALS

8udg~t============
The Smart Money is on Budget.

rem a car

Budget Rent A Car of Sacramento extends its special local convention rates to Sacramento
'92 attendees. Rates are:
Daily
Weekend
Weekly
(Tues-Wed)
(Thurs-Mon)
Economy
Compact
Mid Size

$24.00
$26.00
$29.00

$144.00
$156.00
$174.00
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$18.50
$18.50
$20.50

----------._-------~----

Full Size
Mini Van

---------~_

$32.00
$45.00

.. _ - , _ . _ . _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ._--

$194.00
$270.00

$22.50
$38.50

All rentals include unlimited mileage. The special rates will be available one week prior and
one week following the conference. Call (916) 442-5811 (COLLECT) to make reservations,
and to get more information. Ask for Brad Hillard, request INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE rates,
and reference Marketing Indicator 70-10.
With travel orders, the above rates include: Loss Damage Waiver, and the underage sur
charge (ages 21-25) is waived.
Tribal contractors not on Government travel orders receive the above rates, and all normal
rental requirements apply.
The above rates include free unlimited mileage, and can be picked up and dropped off at any
Sacramento location with no drop fee, including Sacramento Metropolitan Airport as well as
these Bay Area airports: San Francisco International, Oakland International, and San Jose.
Free customer pick up and delivery is available from the Radisson Hotel and designated
conference overflow hotels. Budget Rent A Car's Fulton Avenue location is conveniently
located five minutes from the Radisson Hotel.
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CONFERENCE REGISTRATION
There is no registration fee. The deadline for preregistration Is April 17, 1992. To register
for the Conference, complete the attached Conference Registration Form and send by mail or
FAX to:
Merry Elrod, Group Meeting Planner
Indian Health Service
5600 Fishers Lane, Room 6A-19
Rockville, MD 20857

If additional copies are needed, you may photocopy this form.

~-------------------------------------NATIONAL TRIBAUINDIAN HEALTH SERVICE CONSULTATION CONFERENCE
Sacramento '92: Native american Journey-Circles of Wellness
CONFERENCE REGISTRATION FORM
(Please type or print clearly)

NAME

_
First

Last Name

Middle Initial

TITLE
_

ORGANIZATION,
ADDRESS

_

CITY

,ZIP CODE

STATE

DAY PHONE NUMBER

(~

- _ _FAX NUMBER

l---l

_

TRIBAL AFFILIATION/ORGANIZATION
IHS AREA OFFICE (circle one):
ABERDEEN

ALASKA

ALBUQUERQUE

BEMIDJI

BILLINGS

CALIFORNIA

NASHVILLE

NAVAJO

OKLAHOMA

PHOENIX

PORTLAND

TUCSON

HEADUARTERS

OTHER

SPECIAL NEEDS

_

_
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EXHIBITOR INFORMATION
"Tribal Consultation In Action" Exhibition
"Tribal Consultation In Action" Exhibition will be held Tuesday through Thursday,
May 12-14, 1992, at the Radisson Hotel. Tribes, tribal/urban organizations, tribal con
tractors, and Service Units are encouraged to share their expertise and experiences,
achievements, and information on their health program(s) with P.L. 93-638 contracting.
Health program information may be shared with attendees through one-on-one consul
tation, group consultation, business cards, pamphlets, brochures, single sheet hand
outs, posters, reports, videos, slides, copies of contract scopes of work, demographics,
statistics, etc. Special recognition will be given to exhibitors based on a conferee poll.
Exhibit dates and hours are:
Tuesday, May 12, 1992
Wesnesday, May 13, 1992
Thursday, May 14, 1992

1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
8:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

Booth Information. Booth space will be awarded on a first-come, first-served basis.
Due to space limitations two booths per Area will be selected in the following priority
order: tribes, tribal/urban organizations, service units, and Area Offices.
Twenty-seven 8' x 10' exhibit booths will be available. Each booth will include one eight
foot draped display table, two side chairs, 500 watt-11 0 volt electrical service and one
7" x 44" identification sign; an eight foot screening backdrop and three foot screening
side panels. The drapery colors are burgandy and white. Side walls are limited to 3' in
height. Displays must not be more than 42" in height along the sidewalls to prevent
obstructing the view of other booths. Exhibitors desiring to use equipment conflicting
with the aforementioned regulations must submit a detailed sketch with the Exhibitor's
Application Form and receive written approval.

Installation and Dismantling. The exhibit area will be ready for exhibitors to set up on
Tuesday, May 12, 1992 at 8:30 a.m. All installations must be completed by 1:00 p.m.
Exhibits must not be disturbed, dismantled or removed before 1:00 p.m. on Thursday,
May 14, 1992. All exhibits must be dismantled by 3:00 p.m. on Thursday, May 14,
1992.

Exhibit Decoration. The official exhibition decorator is:
Sacramento Theatrical Lighting (STL)
950 Richards Blvd.
Sacramento, CA 95814
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Telephone: (916) 447-3258
FAX: (916) 447-1133
Contact: Dean Jones or Cheryl Cox

Cultural and General Interest Exhibits
Limited space is available in the Pre-Function Area and the Deck Overlooking the Lake
of the Radisson Hotel for cUltural and general interest exhibits (i.e., Native American
Arts and Crafts, Census Bureau, Consultants, National Indian Organizations, etc.) on a
first-come, first-served basis (at no cost to the exhibitor). Exhibit space will include an 8'
table and two chairs. Exhibit hours are:
Tuesday, May 12,1992
Wednesday, May 13,1992
Thursday, May 14, 1992
Friday, May 15, 1992

8:30
8:30
8:30
8:30

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.

- 5:00
- 5:00
- 5:00
- 1:00

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Application for exhibit space MUST BE made on the attached Exhibitor's Application
Form. Forms must be received by April 10, 1992.

Booth Information. Exhibit space will include an 8' draped table and two chairs.
Cost of Exhibit Space
There will be no cost to the Exhibitor for the exhibit space.

Request for Exhibit Space
Requests for exhibit space must be made on the attached Exhibitor's Application Form.
Forms must be received by April 10, 1992-and should be submitted to:
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Merry Elrod, Group Meeting Planner
Indian Health Service
5600 Fishers Lane, Room 6A-19
Rockville, MD 20857
Telephone: (301) 443-1 044/FTS 443-1044
FAX: (301) 443-4666/FTS 443-4666

Assignment of Space
Exhibit applications will be processed on a first-come, first-served basis. Written confir
mation of assigned space and the booth number will be sent to each exhibitor upon
assignment of space.

Shipping
To facilitate movement in and out of the exhibit area and to ensu re proper delivery, it is
essential that all shipments of exhibit materials be consigned as follows:
TO:

(Name of Exhibitor)
c/o Julie Wagner
Director of Convention Services
Radisson Hotel Sacramento
500 Leisure Lane
Sacramento, CA 95815

FOR:

''Tribal Consultation in Action" Exhibition
May 12-14,1992
Booth - 

Liability
The exhibitor agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the Triba/llHS Consultation Con
ference, the Indian Health Service, and the Radisson Hotel Sacramento from and
against any and all liability and expenses for personal injury and property damage or
loss resulting from the use of exhibit space.

Contractual Agreement
All the above Exhibitor Information is to be construed as part of all exhibit space con
tracts. It is agreed that the exhibitor will abide by the Exhibitor Information cited above
before, during and after the Exhibition, and by other reasonable rules considered nec
essary by the Tribal/IHS Consultation Conference or the Radisson Hotel Sacramento,
provided these do not materially alter the exhibitor's contractual rights.
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EXHIBITOR'S REGISTRATION FORM
If additional copies are needed, you may photocopy this form.
~-------------------------------------NATIONAL TRIBAUINDIAN HEALTH SERVICE CONSULTATION CONFERENCE

Sacramento '92: Native American Journey-Circles of Wellness
EXHIBITOR'S REGISTRATION FORM
(Please type or print clearly)

NAME
First

Last Name

Middle Initial

TITLE
ORGANIZATIONfTRIBE

~

_

~

ADDRESS
CITY
DAY PHONE NUMBER (_-----l

_

_ _ _STATE

_

ZIPCODE,

_

FAX NUMBER ( _ ~

TYPE OF EXHIBIT (check one)
"Tribal Consultation in Action"
Cultural/General Interest
Please indicate below how you would like a one-line 7" x 44" sign to read:

AudioNisual or Other Special Needs:

_

_

Please provide below or on a separate sheet, a brief description of products or services to be displayed in your
exhibit, not to exceed 50 words in length, for publication in the Conference Program. Materials received after
April 10, 1992 will not appear in the Program.

WAIVER Or: LIABILITY: Some exhibits may be in open, unsecured areas. Please sign below indicating that you
understand this and release the hotel, the Conference, and IHS from any responsibility for losses which might be
incurred.
Signature
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CALL FOR POSITION PAPERS
Tribes and tribal/urban organizations wishing to share issues, positions, and recommenda
tions with conference participants may submit position papers. To facilitate the discussion and
formulation of conference recommendations, position papers will be distributed prior to and/or
during the conference.

POSITION PAPER INFORMATION
INSTRUCTIONS FOR POSITION PAPERS
Important: Read these instructions carefully before typing the position paper In the
attached format.

1. Position papers submitted must be consistent with the theme, goal, and objectives of
Sacramento '92.
2. Issues must concern a health problem affecting tribes and urban groups NATIONWIDE,
clearly describe one or more approaches for resolving the health problem, identify how IHS
and tribal/urban officials will work together to resolve the problem, and describe policy
actions necessary to resolve the problem.
3. Position Papers must be submitted in the Position Paper Format. Care must be taken with
the typed submission, which will be photocopied. Be sure original is of letter quality.
4.

Po~ition

papers must not exceed two (2) pages.

5. CAPITALIZE the entire SUBJECT.
6. Organize the body of the position paper as follows:
a) subject
b) statement of issue
c) background
d) recommendations
e) submitted by (include name, title, organization, address, telephone number)
7. Single space all typing.
8. DO NOT ERASE. Position papers will be reproduced exactly as submitted.
9. DO NOT FOLD the Position paper. Mail the original in a 9" x 12" envelope to:
Merry Elrod, Group Meeting Planner
Indian Health Service
5600 Fishers Lane, Room 6A-19
Rockville, MD 20857
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POSITION PAPER
(If additional copies are needed you may photocopy this form.)

SUBJECT (UPPER CASE)

ISSUE

BACKGROUND

RECOMMEN DATIONS
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POSITION PAPER (continued)

I
I

I

SUBMITIED BY (Include name, title, organIzation, address, telephone number)

I
I
I
I

I
I

I
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RESEARCH AND OBSERVATIONS: NORTH A.MERICA.

TOTALLr DISCOURAGED: A DEPRESSIVE SrNDROME OF
THE DAKOTA SIOUX by DALE L. JOHNSON and CARMEN
A.JOHNSON, Houston, Texas, U.S.A. Mimeograph, 9 pp.
This paper reports a pattern of disorder, tawatl ye mi, or 'totally
discouraged' which was discovered among the Dakota Sioux of the
Standing Rock reservation of North and South Dakota. Though it was
discovered in the Sioux, it seems likely that this pattern is also
meaningful in other Plains Indian tribes, for suggestions of its presence
have occurred in the anthropological literature of the Winnebago,
Cheyenne, Pine Ridge Sioux, and Canadian Assiniboine.
The observations of the authors were made during the course of an
exploratory survey of patterns of mental disorder. Their field procedure
included the identification of traditional Sioux as well as modem
scientific classifications of disorder. In order to obtain data on the two
classification systems, all regular sources of records such as the police,
USPHS Hospital, State Hospitals, and a State Industrial School were
utilized. In addition, interviews were held with the tribal officers and
Bureau of Indian Affairs officials. Key Sioux informants from widely
separated parts of the reservation were interviewed.
The total survey reveals the presence on the reservation of all major
categories ofmental disorder: schizophrenia, maniC-depressive psychosis,
convulsive disorders, mental deficiencies, sociopathic personalities,
neuroses, and alcoholism. Traditional Sioux categories were not
associated with modern categories of disorder in any simple way.
They included the Heyoka, or Clowns; the Winkte, or the men who
act like women; and the visionaries ofvarious callings. These traditional
categories will be elaborated elsewhere.
The 'totally discouraged' syndrome cuts across official designations
ofalcoholism, suicide, destruction of property, child and family neglect,
lack of social responsibility, and possibly other conditions. Its appear
ance was so frequent that the authors were led to regard it as a major
form of disorder for the Sioux.
__ ~ _
It was possible to delineate this peculiar syndrome. Certain variables
recurred in case after case, whether obtained from interviews, official
records, or historical documents. These variables were: (I) conditions
of present deprivation such as lack of food, loss of a relative, or lack of
employment opportunity; (2) the traveling of one's thoughts, "losing
one's mind", to the dwelling place of one's dead relatives, the ghost
camp; (3) an orientation toward the past as the happiest, best time;
(4) thoughts of death; (5) facilitation of the process of sending one's
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spirit on to the ghost camp by willing death, committing or threatening
suicide, or drinking to excess; (6) being preoccupied with ideas of
ghosts or spirits; and (7) expression of blocked action in the present
as in the statement, "There's nothing he can do. It's hopeless."
One highly acculturated informant gave the following view of the
syndrome: "I could name maybe a dozen instances. I could probably
find a hundred of them. That's just a common trait of Sioux men. '
They're moody. For awhile they're happy, everything is fine; five
minutes later they drop into a mood, won't talk to anybody or give you
a decent answer."
A typical psychiatric comment from hospital records was the
following: "Nervous at times, sometimes sad and depressed. Cries when
sad. Thinks of his early life, sometimes feels like crying but doesn't know
why."
Generally the mood of 'totally discouraged' as constructed from the
interview materials appears in the following form: Being together with
one's family or one's best friend is the happiest time for most Sioux
people, but these times seem always to be in the past. Often a person
remembers the past and his relatives who have died. He does not think
of them as merely dead, but as having gone on by way of the spirit
trail, or milky way, to a camp far to the north. There they live with
plenty of game in their earthly appearance, but with no physical
substanee-"like the vapour that rises from the stew." He knows that
these spirits are there from reports brought back by those who have
visited in that distant land in dreams or visions. Such persons may
report visiting their relatives, perhaps even sitting down to feast with
them, and being asked to take an invitation back to their earth-bound
kinsman asking him to come and join them.
When this happens the person cannot summon up any hope or
enthusiasm for the future. Even the present seems unable to engage
him. It seems as if he felt that he only really existed in the company of
his beloved relatives or a dear friend. He feels that an essential part of
his existence has gone on with those who died. Furthermore, they also
think of him, and wish him to join them, confirming his feeling that
their relationship was real, perhaps unique.
Many instances of the syndrome have been reported which were
climaxed by a violent attempt to take one's own life. It was not possible
to determine how many cases of suicide were preceded by abject
discouragement, but the authors suspect the proportion would be high.
All adolescent cases of serious mental disorder manifested some
degree of influence of this depressive syndrome. Of the twelve girls
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referred for psychiatric attention, seven had attempted suicide. AU of
these cases reported a sense of loss at the death of a parent, frequently
the mother, even though the actual death may have occurred many
years previous. Feelings of being unloved and alone were reported.
For the adolescent boys who had been referred for psychiatric diagnosis
the presenting symptom was generally excessive drinking, sometimes
accompanied by robbery complaints, but comments about 'moodiness'
also appeared in their records.
Why is depression so prominent in Sioux emotional life? One
possibility is that 'totally discouraged' reflects the impoverishment of
contemporary reservation conditions. However, comparative research
among the Navaho and Zuni, whose lands arc distinctly inferior to
those of the Sioux, revealed remarkably little depression. (Kaplan and
Johnson, Johnson et al). No definitive answer to the question raised
can be given. One possibility is that the Sioux, through the socialization
process, develop a cognitive structure which is weighted with ideas of
'there's no way out', 'the past is better.' When one becomes anxious or
frustrated for any of a variety of reasons the saliency of this cognitive
structure leads the Sioux to construe his problems in terms of dis
couragement and depression. The authors further hypothesize that
underlying this attitude is the cultutally based belief in the nearness
of the ghost world and the desire to be in contact with the spirits of
departed relatives.
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SOME EFFECTS OF ACCULTURATION ON THE VICISSI
TUDES OF THE AGRESSIVE DRIVE by L. B. BOYER and
R. M. BOYER, Berkeley, California, U.S.A. Acta Psiqiatrica Psycologia
de America Latin (1965), in press. Typescript, 37 pp.
Over the past several years the authors have undertaken a long-term
study of Mescalero and Chiricahua Apache acculturation, socialization,
and personality structure (cf. Transcultural Psychiatric Research, no. 13,
October 1962, 62-64; Vol. I, October 1964, 151-152). This paper is
concerned with the expression of hostility which no longer has socially
sanctioned and emotionally satisfying outlets, given the present
acculturative conditions of reservation life.
In their study of Mescalero Apache socialization practices, it was
found that considerable hostility was engendered during the course of
the child's becoming an adult. At present there are few socially accept
able patterns, in terms of Apache ideology, in which such aggression
can be discharged. This was not the case in the pre-reservation period.
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syndrome: "I could name maybe a dozen instances. I could probably
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plenty of game in their earthly appearance, but with no physical
substance-"like the vapour that rises from the stew." He knows that
these spirits are there from reports brought back by those who have
visited in that distant land in dreams or visions. Such persons may
report visiting their relatives, perhaps even sitting down to feast with
them, and being asked to take an invitation back to their earth-bound
kinsman asking him to come and join them.
When this happens the person cannot summon up any hope or
enthusiasm for the future. Even the present seems unable to engage
him. It seems as if he felt that he only really existed in the company of
his beloved relatives or a dear friend. He feels that an essential part of
his existence has gone on with those who died. Furthermore, they also
think of him, and wish him to join them, confirming his feeling that
their relationship was real, perhaps unique.
Many instances of the syndrome have been reported which were
climaxed by a violent attempt to take one's own life. It was not possible
to determine how many cases of suicide were preceded by abject
discouragement, but the authors suspect the proportion would be high.
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referred for psychiatric attention, seven had attempted suicide. All of
these cases reported a sense of loss at the death of a parent, frequently
the mother, even though the actual death may have occurred many
years previous. Feelings of being unloved and alone were reported.
For the adolescent boys who had been referred for psychiatric diagnosis
the presenting symptom was generally excessive drinking, sometimes
accompanied by robbery complaints, but comments about 'moodiness'
also appeared in their records.
Why is depression so prominent in Sioux emotional life? One
possibility is that 'totally discouraged' reflects the impoverishment of
contemporary reservation conditions. However, comparative research
among the Navaho and Zuni, whose lands are distinctly inferior to
those of the Sioux, revealed remarkably little depression. (Kaplan and
Johnson, Johnson et al). No definitive answer to the question raised
can be given. One possibility is that the Sioux, through the socialization
process, develop a cognitive structure which is weighted with ideas of
'there's no way out', 'the past is better.' When one becomes anxious or
frustrated for any of a variety of reasons the saliency of this cognitive
structure leads the Sioux to construe his problems in terms of dis
couragement and depression. The authors further hypothesize that
underlying this attitude is the cultutally based belief in the nearness
of the ghost world and the desire to be in contact with the spirits of
departed relatives.
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